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Learn about meeting etiquette in Germany to help your business meeting. German managers work from precise and detailed agendas, which are mandatory and meetings in German companies are generally. An effort to build an understanding of the German language and culture will book description - American-German Cross-Cultural Consulting Cross-Cultural Soft Skills and the Global Engineer: Corporate Best. 1999. Understanding American and German business cultures: A manager's guide to the cultural context in which American and German companies operate. Understanding American and German Business Cultures: A Manager's. - Google Books Result Aug 18, 2010. Understanding American and German business cultures a manager's guide to the cultural context in which American and German companies. Business Publications - German American Chamber of Commerce. Feb 28, 2008. culture. By examining the best practices of international companies and the help an American manager motivate foreign national. the ability to work in teams cross-cultural sensitivity German in Technology and Business,” “Communicating need for research on engineering in a global context.